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Abstract— The paper aims to develop a methodology of
transferring the knowledge obtained from the experiments
of laboratory animals to human musculoskeletal system. To
achieve the goal, we propose a method for estimating the
homologous posture of the mammalian skeletal system cor-
responding to the human body posture. We hypothesize the
homology of bone geometry between mammalian species implies
that of biomechanical functions. The method relies on this
homology and determines the homologous postures according to
the anatomical landmarks of bone geometry. This paper shows
the results of the analysis on homologous postures between the
human and mouse skeletal models to validate our hypothesis. A
pilot study also introduces comparison of mechanical functions
between the two models by using the homologous postures.

I. INTRODUCTION

The technology of motion analysis can provide various
information and insights about the dexterous human move-
ment generated by the complex interaction between human
body functions such as bones, muscles, and neural sys-
tems. The knowledge about those functions realizing human
movements is useful not only in medical or biomechanical
fields but also for robotics applications, in order to design
body structure and control system for robots. Meanwhile, the
robotics technologies of modeling, control, and simulation
have been applied to human motion analysis and simulation
[1]. In recent days, the detailed human musculoskeletal
models have been developed [1], [2], which enables the re-
construction of joint movements as well as the estimation of
human muscle activities during movements [3]. The analysis
with such sophisticated human models, however, suffers from
various unknown parameters in the computational models of
muscles and neural systems. This is because some parameters
in the muscular or neural models are difficult to be measured
by human subject experiments and often estimated indirectly
by simulation [4]. Another difficulty lies in the need of the
experimental validation when evaluating the accuracy of the
estimated models.

Technologies to analyze human movements such as mo-
tion capture can also be applied to the other mammalian
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animals. In general, the experimental data using animals
can provide important information which cannot be obtained
from human experiments. Mice are especially useful labo-
ratory animals for biomedical studies because of the low
cost of breeding and the recent advancement of genetic
modification techniques. They are known to have a close
biological relationship with humans. The two species share
a common genome and show homology in their phenotypes
[5], making mice important as laboratory animals. Mouse
genome information is also available in public databases
[6]. The methodology to transfer the biological knowledge
obtained from laboratory mice to humans is considered as a
useful tool to study the genetic disorders. Such knowledge
usually comes from the observation at the cellular level or
macroscopic level such as social behaviors. If the knowledge
obtained from biomechanical analysis of laboratory mice can
be transferred to the knowledge for humans, it will be an
important clue to evaluate the validity of the methodology
of neuromusculoskeletal analysis and simulation.

This paper ambitiously aims to transfer the neuromus-
culoskeletal knowledge between the two species. First of
all, musculoskeletal modeling of a mouse is essential to
analyze its movements. While there are some literatures on
the skeletal system of mouse [7], there are few works on
modeling of musculotendinous system [8], [9]. CT and MRI
images are important sources of anatomical information of
musculoskeletal system. However, the resolution of MRI
imaging is usually not enough for small laboratory mice.
Though X-ray CT scanning is useful when scanning skeletal
system in detail, it remains a technical difficulty in obtaining
the placement of muscles. Some researchers reported the
musculoskeletal analysis of laboratory animals such as rats
[10] or mouse [8], [9], there still remains the problem of
modeling the whole body musculoskeletal system. Since our
goal is to transfer the experimental information of laboratory
animals to the human, a new framework is also necessary
for the correspondence between the human model and the
mammalian model.

Our previous work proposed a systematic method for
building a musculoskeletal model of a mammalian animal,
specifically of a laboratory mouse [11]. The method called
”musculoskeletal morphing” can map the musculotendinous
location of the whole-body human musculoskeletal model [1]
onto the mouse skeletal model reconstructed by X-ray CT
scanning [12]. The musculoskeletal morphing relies on the
homology of bone geometry between mammalian species.
The method designs a geometrical morphing map from one
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bone of the human skeletal system to the corresponding
one of the other mammalian skeletal system. The muscular
geometrical information such as muscle attachment points
can be transferred according to the morphing map. Though
the generated model later requires the fine anatomical adjust-
ments from the MRI/CT images, it can have the same set of
muscles as that in the whole-body human musculoskeletal
model. The previous work showed some results from the
motion captured data of a laboratory mouse. However, they
are difficult to be quantitatively compared and analyzed with
respect to the results of human. Usually, when comparing
kinematic movements of two skeletal systems, the common
coordinate systems for the two are necessary. In our case, it
can be regarded as a kind of problem to find the posture of
mouse corresponding to, for example, the human standing
posture.

This paper proposes a method for finding the common
coordinate systems (homologous postures) between the hu-
man and other mammalian skeletal systems. The estima-
tion of homologous postures enables us to map the joint
and muscular mechanical properties of another mammalian
model onto the human musculoskeletal model. Similarly
to the musculoskeletal morphing, the method relies on the
hypothesis that the homology of bone geometry around joint
system between the species indicates that of the mechanical
functions of the joint. The method makes use of the two ge-
ometrical morphing maps of bones connected by a joint. The
homologous postures can be determined by computing the
orientation-invariant deformation tensor from the morphing
maps in order to extract the offset of rotation between the
human and mammalian joint coordinates. Unlike the morph-
ing techniques for animal models in the field of computer
graphics [13], the method finds the homologous postures
between the two mammalian skeletal systems in a systematic
way according to the homology of bone geometry. This paper
demonstrates the results of the homologous postures between
the human and mouse skeletal models. The paper also shows
the pilot study on comparison between the two models by
using the homologous postures: the comparison of range of
joint movement and the comparison of the joint angles when
the muscles relax. The validity of the proposed method as
well as our hypothesis about the homology of bone geometry
and joint system between the species are examined through
the comparison.

II. RELATED WORKS

This research tries to build a methodology to transfer
the experimental results of musculoskeletal analysis of lab-
oratory animals to human as shown in Fig. 1. The pro-
posed method in this paper as well as musculoskeletal
morphing in our previous work are based on the morph-
ing technique called Skeletal Subspace Deformation (SSD)
which is commonly used for computer animation [14]. The
deformation with SSD requires some number of relevant
coordinate systems on the morphed model. In the muscu-
loskeletal morphing, those coordinate systems are located
on the anatomical landmarks of bone surface according to

Experimental data
of laboratory animals

Toward evaluation 
of human neuro-

musculoskeletal model

Map according
 to homology

Homologous body posture

Fig. 1. Framework to transfer the knowledge from experiments of labora-
tory animals to the knowledge of human neuromusculoskeletal analysis

the Mechanostat Theory [15], [16]. The theory explains that
the geometry of an animal bone is determined by stress
applied to the bone, typically by stress caused by muscles and
gravity. It indicates that the biomechanical functional points
such as muscle attachment points are determined relation
to the anatomical landmarks of bone surface. On a pair of
corresponding bones of human and mouse, the corresponding
anatomical landmarks are searched and determined to be
used as the coordinate systems of SSD. It should be noted
that the morphing methods for animal models [13] usually
deform the skin surface directly to the another target in
order to resemble the appearance. Our approach relies on
the anatomical knowledge of the bone surfaces to map the
biomechanical functional points.

The musculoskeletal morphing just maps the skeletal
system to the other in a different posture. Mapping the
joint movements of human to those of mouse needs the
correspondence between the human and mouse posture. In
the field of computer graphics, the technology of transferring
human movements to those of different characters is called
motion retargeting [17]. It usually requires the morphing
maps of the skeletal system between two characters. By using
the morphing maps, the human motion data can be mapped
onto different characters. This technology has been applied to
generating the movements of a humanoid robot [18], [19]. In
robotics applications, physical consistency and control issues
are additionally considered in the morphing process.

In the above related methods, the homologous postures
between the two models are predetermined in a heuristic
way. The proposed method, on the other hand, automatically
determines the homologous postures even if each skeletal
system is in a different posture. The method also relies on
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the bone geometry information according to the Mechanostat
Theory. In the proposed method, we hypothesize that the
homology of joint mechanical properties between the two
species; the geometric feature of two bones connected by a
joint is determined in relation to the biomechanical functions
of joint system. This hypothesis will be validated in section
IV-B. Following the validation, the proposed method extracts
the offset of joint orientation between the two species, by
computing the rotation-invariant deformation generated by
the bone morphing in the neighborhood of the joint system.
This deformation can be regarded as the evolutionary change
of joint mechanical properties between the two species.

III. INTERSPECIES RETARGETING OF HOMOLOGOUS

BODY POSTURE

A. Skeletal morphing

This section presents the method for morphing the skeletal
model A to that of model B [11]. Each skeletal model is
composed of bones and each bone is geometrically modeled
as a polygonal object.

The first step is to find a map from bone of model A to the
corresponding bone of model B. In some cases, it may be
difficult to find one-to-one correspondence due to the differ-
ence in skeletal geometry between the two. For example, in
the case of mapping from human and mouse, the number of
bones in coccyx and spine is different. In such a case, we had
better consider mapping between bones with many-to-one or
one-to-many correspondence. The missing components such
as tail bones are not considered in the mapping, which must
be discussed taking account of evolutionary morphology. Let
us define the set of the pairs of corresponding bones as B. A
pair of bones is represented by an element of the set: b ∈ B.
In bone pair s ∈ S, let the bone of model A be a(s) and that
of model B be b(s).

The second process is to search for corresponding anatom-
ical landmarks of bone geometry in bone pair s ∈ S. Accord-
ing to the Mechanostat Theory, the homology of bone geom-
etry is related to the homology of biomechanical function.
The corresponding landmarks of human and mouse femur
bone is shown in Fig. 2 as an example. We search and label
the corresponding landmarks manually according to [20], [7].
Let the set of the pairs of corresponding landmarks in bones
pair b be defined as L(s). A pair of corresponding landmarks
in bone pair s is represented as l ∈ L(s). The coordinate
system is determined on each anatomical landmark. The
origin of the orientation is located on the landmark and the
orientation is determined according to the local geometry
information such as the curvature of bone surface.

The morphing from skeletal model A to B is performed
by SSD [14]. In this paper, the coordinate system of each
landmark is regarded as the skeletal frame used in SSD.
The overview of the morphing is shown in Fig. 3. Let us
define A ppps ∈ R

3 as the position of arbitrary point in the
neighborhood of the bone of model A. The point is morphed
by SSD and the position after the morphing B ppps ∈ R

3 can
be computed as:

fovea

head of femur

neck of femur

great trochanter

inter trochanter

trochanteric fossa

lesser trochanter

medial condyle (2)

lateral condyle (2)

third trochanter (4)

body of femur (2)

Human Mouse

Fig. 2. Corresponding anatomical landmarks of left femur bone between
human and mouse.

model B

bone pair
bone bone
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world
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Fig. 3. Overview of skeletal morphing

[
B ppps
1

]
=

{
∑

l∈L(s)
ωs,l(

B ppps)
AHHHl

BHHHl
−1

}[
A ppps
1

]
(1)

where, ∗HHHi (∗= A or B) is the homogeneous transformation
matrix representing position ∗ p̂ppi and orientation ∗R̂RRi of the
coordinate system on the landmark of model A or B in pair
i ∈ L(s):

∗HHHi �
[ ∗R̂RRi

∗ p̂ppi
OOO1×3 1

]
(2)

The weighing function ωs,l(ppp) is determined according to
the followings:

ωs,l(ppp)�
sl(ppp)

∑k∈L(s) sk(ppp)
(3)

sk(ppp)�
1

||ppp− A p̂ppk||4 + ε
(4)
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Fig. 4. Human musculoskeletal model (left) and mouse skeletal model
(right)

where, ε is a small positive constant for preventing division
by zero. The weighing function indicates the normalized
value of the inverse of the cubed distance from the corre-
sponding landmark.

After morphing with eq.(1) for all bone pairs (∀s ∈ S), the
skeletal system of model A will be morphed to that of model
B.

In our previous work, the skeletal model of human was
morphed to that of mouse. The human musculoskeletal
model [1] and the mouse skeletal model [12] are shown in
the left and right of Fig. 4. The human skeletal model was
transformed to the mouse by the skeletal morphing as shown
in the left of Fig. 5. This result was used in order to map the
muscular attachment points of the human musculoskeletal
model onto the mouse skeletal model, as shown in the right
of Fig. 5.

B. Joint posture retargeting based on continuum mechanics

The skeletal morphing consists of the several morphing
maps between the bone pairs. Each map is designed ac-
cording to the initial placement of bones. In Fig. 5, the
human skeletal model at the standing posture is deformed
to the mouse skeletal model at the different posture. It
means that the skeletal morphing cannot separate the change
of posture from the deformation. In many morphing or
motion retargeting methods, the mapping between the two
models is designed by making the posture of the one model
similar to the other in advance. However, it is difficult to
determine the homologous postures between the models with
different morphologies. This section presents the method for
computing the homologous postures between the two models
by utilizing the morphing map of eq.(1).

In Mechanostat Theory, the bone geometry is determined

Fig. 5. Morphed human skeletal model (left). By using the bone morphing
maps, the musculotendinous models in the human model is mapped onto
the mouse skeletal model (right).

by stress applied to the bone, for example, from joints or
muscles. It indicates that the geometry of two bones around
one joint is determined in relation to the joint mechanical
system. We can place a hypothesis that the homology of bone
geometry around a joint implies the mechanical function
of the joint. If this hypothesis is correct, the mechanical
relationship between the joint system of the animals can
be extracted according to the two bone morphing maps
around each joint. In general, the joint angle of the skeletal
system means the relative orientation between the two bones
connected by the joint. Let us separate the information of
relative orientation from the two bone morphing maps.

In order to extract the relative coordinate information, we
first compute the deformation around the neighborhood of
the joint coordinate system. Let us simplify the expression
of eq.(1) as follows:

B ppps =WWW s(
A ppps)

A ppps (5)

where,

WWW s(ppp)� ∑
l∈L(s)

ωs,l(ppp)ŴWW s,l (6)

ŴWW s,l � SSS AHHHl
BHHHl

−1SSST (7)

SSS �
[
EEE3 000

]
(8)

Matrix ŴWW s,l does not depend on coordinate A ppps.
Let us compute the local displacement around position ppp

by the morphing map determined by eq.(5). The deformation
gradient tensor can be computed as:

ABFFFs �
∂ B ppps

∂ A ppps
=WWW s + ∑

l∈L(s)
ŴWW s,l

A ppps
∂ωs,l

∂ A ppps
(9)
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Fig. 6. Overview of joint coordinates mapping

where,

∂ωs,l

∂ A ppps
=

1

(∑k∈L(s) sk)

∂ sl

∂ A ppps
− sl

(∑k∈L(s) sk)2

(
∑

k∈L(s)

∂ sk

∂ A ppps

)
(10)

∂ sk

∂ A ppps
=− 4||A ppps − A p̂ppk||2

(||A ppps − A p̂ppk||4 + ε)2(
A ppps − A p̂ppk)

T (11)

Let the skeletal multi-body system be modeled as a
kinematic tree structure. Each joint is connected to the two
bones: the root-side bone and the leaves-side bone. Let p ∈ S

be the pair of root-side bones and c ∈ S be the pair of leaves-
side bones. By using the morphing map of bone pair p and
c, the corresponding deformation gradient tensors can be
computed from eq.(9) and represented by ABFFF p and ABFFFc,
respectively.

Now we consider the composite mapping according to the
following procedures.
(S1) Map the arbitrary joint coordinate of model B from

the root-side bone of model B to the root-side bone
of model A according to the inverse of bone morphing
map of root-side bone pair p.

(S2) Map the resultant coordinate of model A from the root-
side bone of model A to the leaves-side bone of model
A according to the rotation of the joint of model A.

(S3) Map the coordinate of model A from the leaves-side
bone of model A to the leaves-side bone of model B
according to the bone morphing map of root-side bone
pair c.

After the composite mapping, the deformation from the
root-side bone to leaves-side on can be represented in the
coordinate space of model B. The overview of the mapping
is shown in Fig. 6. The deformation gradient tensor according
to this mapping is computed as follows:

BFFF pc � ABFFF−1
p (ARRRp

T ARRRc)
ABFFFc (12)

The deformation gradient tensor is known to be decomposed
into a product of two tensors:

BFFF pc =
BRRRpc

BUUU pc (13)

where, BRRRpc indicates a rotation tensor and BUUU pc means
a right stretch tensor. The tensor BUUU pc is positive definite
and symmetric tensor. Since the pure rotation due to the
above bone mapping corresponds to BRRRpc, we now extract
BRRRpc from BFFF pc. The above separation of rotation and
stretch is useful and reliable for large shape deformation
and interpolation, and is often used in the field of computer
graphics [21].

A well-known conventional method for stress analysis of a
deformable object is to use the rotation-independent tensor of
deformation such as the right Cauchy-Green tensor defined
as:

BCCCpc � BFFF pc
T BFFF pc =

BUUU2
pc (14)

The tensor BRRRpc can numerically be computed by using
the singular value decomposition of BFFF pc:

BFFF pc = SSSVVV DDDT (15)

From eq.(13), eq.(14), and eq.(15), BRRRpc can be computed
as:

BRRRpc = SSSDDDT (16)

The tensor BRRRpc indicates the relative orientation around
joint coordinate from the root-side bone to the leaves-
side one of model B. By computing the difference of the
corresponding relative orientation of model A, the difference
of the joint posture between the two models can be computed
as:

δRRRpc =
(

ARRRp
T ARRRc

)T
BRRRpc (17)

The homologous joint posture of model B can be obtained by
moving the joint coordinate to cancel the difference δRRRpc.
By computing and canceling δRRRpc for all joints from the
root-link to leaves-side, the homologous posture of model B
corresponding to the posture of model A can be obtained.

IV. RETARGETING RESULTS AND VALIDATIONS OF

HOMOLOGOUS POSTURES

A. Homologous postures of human and mouse

The proposed method was tested to compute the homol-
ogous postures between the human skeletal model [1] and
the mouse skeletal model [12], by using the same skeletal
morphing maps of corresponding bones as shown in [11].
As already mentioned, those morphing maps were designed
according to the anatomical landmarks on bone geometry.
The morphed human skeletal system by using the maps is
shown in Fig. 5.

This section introduces the two pairs of homologous
postures. The initial posture of the human skeletal system is
shown in the left of Fig. 7 and the corresponding posture
of the mouse skeletal system is in the right of Fig. 7.
The right figure in Fig. 8 shows the initial posture of the
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Fig. 7. Original human posture and corresponding mouse posture

Fig. 8. Original mouse posture and corresponding human posture

mouse skeletal system and the left shows the corresponding
posture of the human model. Even though those homologous
postures show a difference of whole appearance, the local
geometric features around each joint is in fact similar. For
example, looking at the hip joint of each model in Fig. 9,
the long axis along the femur bone in the neighborhood of
the joint is perpendicular to the surface of the pelvis in each
case. The comparison of the local geometric features around
the joint will be detailed in the next subsection.

B. Analysis of range of joint movement

After computing the homologous postures, it is possible
to directly compare the local geometric features between the
skeletal system of different mammals. This section presents
comparison of range of joint movement of the human and

Fig. 9. Enlarged view of the right hip joint in Fig. 8

mouse skeletal systems, focusing on the analysis of the
right hip joints. In the two skeletal models, the hip joints
are modeled as spherical ones. Analysis of complex joints
like shoulder or knee joints need to take into account
combinational movements of rotation and translation. As a
basic case here, let us consider the range of joint movement
as the range where the two bones connected by the spherical
joint can move without the collision between the geometric
models of bones. It should be noted that the actual range of
joint movement has additional constraints related to muscles,
tendons and internal tissues.

The range of flexion and adduction of the hip joint of the
human skeletal model was examined by discretely changing
each angle. The range was determined by the collision
detection test [22] between the geometry model of right
femur and that of pelvis. Each angle was changed in 6-degree
increments from -180 to 180 degrees so that 61×61 = 3721
sets of flexion and adduction angle were checked by the
collision detection test. At the same time as moving the
human hip joint, the corresponding posture of the mouse
model was also computed. The range of hip joint movement
of the mouse model was also computed by the collision
detection between its bone geometry models.

The results of the range of hip joint movement are shown
in Fig. 10. The red cross marks indicate the infeasible range
of movement of the human joint due to self-collision, and
the blue circle marks mean that of the mouse joint. Those
two regions in the figure exhibit high similarity. The center
of the range of movement (i.e. white region in the figure)
of the mouse joint is (−14.4,−34.7) [deg] and that of
the human joint is (−9.3,−46.8) [deg]. The absolute error
between the two is (5.1,12.1) [deg] which is almost within
twice the resolution of discretized joint angles. This result
indicates the validity of the computed homologous postures.
The overlapped area of the regions is also evaluated. The
total number of discretized sets of flexion and adduction
angle is 3721. The 3308 sets show the same results of
collision detection tests. The result shows 89% homology
in the mechanical functions about the range of hip joint
movement between the two species. The results of homology
also provide the validity of the hypothesis in the method
that the geometric shape of bones has a correlation to the
mechanical functions of the joint.
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Fig. 10. Estimated motion range of two skeletal models

C. Analysis of relaxed posture at neutral muscle length

Though our approach relies on the homology of bone
geometry, the muscle architectural properties have several
differences between the two spices as reported in [23]. This
section presents a pilot study to compare the difference of the
neutral postures of the musculoskeletal systems according to
the common coordinate systems obtained from the proposed
method. The neutral posture of the two models when all
the muscles relax and are assumed to be at natural muscle
length. The skeletal mode of the mouse in the right of Fig. 8
was developed by scanning the laboratory mouse frozen
immediately after the mouse was killed. Since all the muscles
of the mouse were almost relaxed, let us assume that the
posture of the mouse in Fig. 8 corresponds to the neutral
posture of the musculoskeletal system. On the other hand,
the neutral posture of the human musculoskeletal system is
difficult to be determined by human subject experiments. We
therefore adopted the posture generated by using simulation
software package called OpenSim [24] and its lower-body
human model which includes the anatomical information of
natural length of muscle models [25]. It should be noted
that the skeletal model used in OpenSim is different from
the model used to compute homologous postures. The corre-
spondence between the two model was determined according
to anatomical posture.

The neutral posture of the human model was computed
by solving the optimization problem to minimize the sum
of error from the natural length for all muscles in OpenSim.
Each error is weighted by the maximum construction force of
each muscle mode, resulting in the estimated posture shown
in Fig. 11. Compared to the homologous posture in Fig. 11,
the estimated one in Fig. 11 shows the similar orientation
of the hip joint, whereas an apparent difference is observed

Fig. 11. Estimated human posture keeping neutral muscle lengths of
OpenSim model (Left). The homogeneous posture of the human model in
Fig. 8 is shown again for comparison purposes (Right).

at the knee joints. Since the knee joint was modeled by a
spherical joint in the morphing process, it requires more
detailed discussion, which will be addressed in our future
investigations. The hip flexion and adduction angles of the
human model with the neutral posture shown in Fig. 11 are
(37,−34) [deg]. The angles of the human model with the
homologous posture corresponding to the neutral posture
of the mouse model shown in Fig. 8 are (75,−37) [deg].
While the results of the abduction angle show similar values,
the flexion angle of the homologous posture in Fig. 8 is
larger than that of the posture shown in Fig. 11. This result
suggests that the difference between a biped and a quadruped
produces different muscle development around the hip joint
between the two species. It is therefore rational that the
flexion angle in the case of the quadruped (mouse) was larger
than that in the case of the biped (human). Based on the
above results, the proposed method is expected to provide
a framework to evaluate and compare the musculoskeletal
functions between the different species quantitatively. For
example, the proposed framework can potentially contribute
to further discussion on the relationship between locomotion
and muscle development. The validity and accuracy of the
proposed method need to be evaluated by the experiments
using laboratory mice in our future work.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we developed a methodology allowing quan-
titative comparison between the musculoskeletal system of
human and that of laboratory animal by transferring the joint
coordinate systems between the two skeletal models. Given
two skeletal models, the method estimates the homologous
posture for the two according to the anatomical landmarks
of bone geometry. The homology of bone geometry between
mammalian species implies that of biomechanical functions
of musculoskeletal system. Relying on the homology, we
developed automatically determine the homologous posture
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between the two models. In the method, the morphing maps
from one bone of the human to one of the other animal
is designed by using a pair of landmarks of corresponding
bones. This method separates the rotational offset from the
distortion by analyzing the rotational-invariant deformation
resolving the distortion between the coordinates in the mor-
phing maps. The proposed method automatically computes
the homologous posture according to the homology of bone
geometry without depending on heuristic matching often
seen in other morphing techniques.

The homologous postures between the human and mouse
skeletal models were computed by the proposed method. The
range of flexion and abduction of the human hip joint was
compared to that of the mouse joint whose coordinates are
represented with respect to the homologous posture. The two
ranges were highly overlapped and showed 89 [%] similarity.
This result shows that there exists the homology also in the
range of skeletal movement between human and mouse. It
indicates the validity of the proposed method to determine
the homologous postures according to bone geometry.

The homologous postures can provide an indicator to
compare the mechanical properties between the different
mammalian musculoskeletal systems. According to pilot
study comparing the neutral posture of the hip joint with
relaxed muscles around the joint, the neutral posture of the
human was numerically determined by using the anatomical
information about natural muscle length. As a result, the
flexion angle of the human hip joint was 37 degrees and that
of the mouse joint was 75 degrees, whereas there was only
a small difference in the abduction angle. This difference
can be explained by the difference of muscle development
between a biped and a quadruped.

As mentioned earlier, the proposed method is expected
to provide a methodology of quantitative musculoskeletal
evaluation between the different species. The analysis of
other species like monkeys will provide the validity of the
proposed framework. The further analysis and the evaluation
of the accuracy need to be conducted by experimental data
of laboratory mice in future studies. The method utilizes the
theory of continuum mechanics to compute the evolutionary
deformation generated by bone morphing. The analysis of the
virtual mechanical stress due to the evolutionary deformation
will be a clue to clarify the driving force of evolutionary
change of bone geometry from the view point of locomotion,
which will be investigated in our future work.
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